
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DEFINITION OF THE TERM NATION

A nation is a stable community of people, formed on the basis of a common language, territory, Black's Law Dictionary
defines a nation as follows: nation, n .

This section discusses the descriptive questions, starting with 1a and 1b. These divergent views seem to
support rather divergent moral claims about nations: see for instance the collections edited by Breen and
O'Neill and by Lecours and Moreno  This leaves two extreme options and a number of intermediates. The later
arguments point more towards an instrumental value of nation, derived from the value of individual
flourishing, moral understanding, firm identity and the like. The degree of care for one's nation that
nationalists require is often, but not always, taken to be very high: according to such views, the claims of one's
nation take precedence over rival contenders for authority and loyalty see Berlin , Smith , Levy , and the
discussion in Gans ; for a more extreme characterization see the opening pages of Crosby , and for a recent
rich and interesting discussions of nationalist attitudes see Yack  The debate carries an interesting
methodological message overlooked in the literature. To quote a fine summary given by A. It is important to
offer a warning concerning the key assumptions and premises figuring in each of the lines of thought
summarized below: namely, that the assumptions often live an independent life in the philosophical literature.
However, classical nationalism is not only concerned with the creation of a state but also with its maintenance
and strengthening. In North America, the Native American tribal groups are reclaiming their sovereignties,
slowly but with increasing confidence. In examining the arguments for these claims, we have presented
metaphysically demanding communitarian arguments resting upon deep communitarian assumptions about
culture, such as the premise that the ethno-cultural nation is the most important community for all individuals.
The ethno-national community is essential for each of its members to flourish. Huntington believed that while
the age of ideology had ended, the world had reverted only to a normal state of affairs characterized by
cultural conflict. Consider first the classical nationalist answer to 2a. Stability might therefore require that the
plural society envisioned by liberal culturalists promote quite intense interaction between cultural groups in
order to forestall mistrust, reduce prejudice and create a solid basis for cohabitation. It is fundamentally the
democratic will of the members themselves that grounds the right to an ethno-national state and to
ethno-centric cultural institutions and practices. Looking at the list above, the astute reader will see that it is by
no means an exhaustive one - nor are all the attributes required for nationhood. The nationalist answer is that
there is just one, namely, the nation. This argument presents the justification of ethno- national claims as
deriving from the will of the members of the nation. The document went on to justify the actions of Robert the
Bruce and his forces in resisting the occupation and to chastise the English for having violated Scottish
sovereignty without justification. The proposal nicely combines the traditional features of classical
nationalism with very liberal, almost anarchic traits of the whole. Defining the idea of nation Humans are
tribal animals, with a tendency to arrange themselves in small groups around dominant males and females -
much like a group of monkeys in the trees. Control over a territory - absolute or partial. Articles and
Documents What Is a Nation? This article looks at the creation of British identity and compares the theories of
two British nationalism scholars - Linda Colley and Gerald Newman - to Anderson's arguments. Greenfeld
herself is very critical of nationalism, but someone might contemplate incorporating her theory cleansed of her
critical attitude into a defense of nationalism. Compare the useful overview in Lichtenberg  His proposal
allows refugees to seek asylum temporarily until the situation in their country of origin improves; it also limits
economic migration. On the other hand, consider the argument of the Palestinian critic Edward Said: What we
must again see is the issue involving representation, an issue always lurking near the question of Palestine â€¦.
This arrangement is beginning to look somewhat colonial. Grounding social solidarity in national identity
requires the latter to be rather thin and seems likely to end up as full-on, unitary cultural identity. Some of
these individual islands might be quite unpleasant by liberal standards; what makes the archipelago liberal
overall is that each community guarantees its dissenting members the right to exit which might have a high
price, if former members have nowhere to go with any prospect for a decent life. If one definitely prefers one's
own culture in all respects to any foreign one, it is a waste of time and attention to bother about others. It is
important to mention here a more utopian proposal due to Chandran Kukathas , which nicely combines
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multicultural pluralism with the distinctiveness of particular communities that classical nationalism celebrates.
Paradoxically, if there is a constant of human society, it is change, and this ensures that a nation of today is
different from the nation of the same name that existed a generation ago. Early socialization is seen as
socialization into a specific culture, and very often that culture is just assumed to be a national one.


